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THE THEORY OF THE MASS LITERACY CAMPAIGN1

By H. S. Bhola2

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

The campaign.strategy (being organized large-scale series of

activities, intensely focussed on a set of objectives to be achieved

within some pre-determined period -of time) is no more the language of

soldiering alone. It is already a part of the language of politics
3

as well as of the language of development.
4

Eight mass literacy campaigns (a special category of

educational/developmental campaigns) were analyzed by the author as

Part of a study conducted for Unesco in behalf of the International

Council orAuult Education.5 The literacykcampaigns covered in this-

study were USSR (1919-39), Vietnam (1945-77), China (1950-58), Cuba'

(1961), Burma (1960s-1980s), Brazil (1967-80), Tanzania (1971-81), and

- Somalia (1973 -75).

On-the basis of ihe"inilYses of the campaigns included in the

Unesco/ICAE study (and an examination.of other educational/developmental

campaigns recently conducted ip various parts of the world), it, is

possible to propose a theory of the mass literacy campaign. We suggest

that a_potentially successful mass
literacy campaign has to be, at the

same time, an educational and a political event. A useful theory oft

the RIM literacy campaign must, therefore include the two dimensions

of ideology and technology.

The prevailing ideology of a society will, first, determine if

universal adult literacy is indeed considered central to the achievanent

of overall national developmental goals. Thus, ideology will determine

the possibility of the articulation and "sustenance of the "political
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will" to achieve universal literacy -- a necessary condition for a

successful literacy campaign. At an other level, the prevailing

ideology of the society will reflect a-particular "pOlitical culture"

which, in turn, will determine the organizational-mobilizational and

the technological choiCes that can or cannot be made in the planning

and implementation of the mass literacy. campaign.

The other dimension of the theory of the mass literacy campaign

is technological. Politic .011 is prior, but technology is the great

enabler in the planning a i'ementation of successful mass literacy

campaigns.
6

The technology . the mass literacy campaign must deal

with three sets of considerations:

1. Structural/Organizational

Organizational structures must be created that can plan,

mobilize foribimplement, and evaluate the mass literacy campaign.

2. Curricular/Informational

Decisions. must be made regarding the dissemination of

'- information about the campaign as well as in regard-to its curricular

content, language(s) of literacy, and methods and materials to be used.

3. Motivational/Interactional

People must be motivated through mobilization because motivations

are seldom spontaneous. Provisions must be made for the people to come

together to learn, discuss, interact, internalize and to act on their

decisions.

The graphic on the next page presents a general model for the

planning and implementation of a mass literacy campaign. In the notes

below, numbers for paragraphs match With the numbers in the graphic model.
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Figure -1. A general model for the planning and implementation

of a mass literacy campaign.



1. Mating of ideas of politicians, development theorists and

literacy workers. The existence 'of a revolutionary condition, the

fervor generated ,by newly-won independence ora change of. government

are specially conducive to the mating of ideas leading to declarations

of mass literacy cam4igns. However, these are not the only historical

conditions under which the need for universal literacy will emerge.

Important cultural and moral resources will be found to exist in all

societies.

2. Articulation of the politica4 will. The processes of building

t -

consensus for the articulation of the political will differ from

society to society. Such articulation is, however, a necessary

condition for a successful literacy campaign.

3. Sustenance of the political will. (Also 3.1 and 3.2) Once

articulated, the political will will need to be sustained.

4. Temporary institutionalization of the first policy initiative.

This institutionalization must occur at the highest level of government --

above individual departments, bureaus and ministries. The association

of "the leader" with such institutionalization will help considerably..

5. Development of a comprehensive policy making and legitimizing

organ. The first temporary institutionalization must be followed by

more comprehensive institution-bUilding. Once again institutionalization

must be trans-departmental.

6. 'Study and diagnosis oLpre- conditions. This should be done not

to make a "Go/No Go" decision, but to understand the existing

conditions to promote implementation. Such a study could also be used

as a strategy for mobilization.
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7. Evaluation. (Also 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4) Evaluation must

begin with the study of the context and then cover process evaluation,

product evaluation and impact-evaluation.

8. Mobilization of the state resources. This will have to be done
p

in two parts: (1) establishment of technical structures; and (2)

establishment of administrative structures. (See 8.1 and 8.2)

9. Mobilization of non-governmental resources. A mass literacy

campaign need not be organized solely by the state. Voluntary action

may play an important part. In such a situation, the voluntary sector

must also mobilize to be able to make needed technical inpqts and to

deliver required services. (See 9.1 and 9.2)

10. Establishment of structures of mass participation. Participation

of the people will not come about unless structures for such p_rticipation

are provided. This may require the assistance of mass organizations;

and where none exist, new mass organizations may have to be promoted.

11. Pre-operational field preparation. Such prep-aratiorc must.be

made closest to the field of action. A national perspective and thrust

must, however, be provided to guard against fragmented-oh of action.

Time for this activity must be provided as part of the"planning process.

12. Planning for post-literacy programs. Planning for the post-literacy-

programs must begin as soon as activities for literacy promotion begin on

the ground;

13. Implementation of pedagogical and-developmental actions. (Also

13.1) Connections must be made between learning and developmental

actions in the econom. ., social- and political aspects.

7
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14./ Preparation ofpost-literacy curriculum, materials and ddlivery

systems. Such programs must cover both newly- literateL (aiming out of

literacy classes) and t.1296 already literate living ih the community.

15. Implementation of post-literacy programs. (Also 15.1)- Her;

again the relationship between learning and developmental actions should
IA o

be clear and articulated .7

-A discussion of the campaign strategy for literacy promotion

is today more than an academiekinterest. literAcy has bemconiidered

a human right and has been included by many developing countries as one

need among the basic human needs. Unesco has called it the "priority of

priorities" for the 1980s. Out there in the real world, there are some

815 million adult-illiterates, most.of them in the Third World. As the

Udaipur Declaration8 pointed out:

ellThe magnitude of illiteracy in many countri calls for

a massive effort. -- In _order to imbue the fight agaitst
illiteracy with the needed-sense of urgency, to create the

-appropritte climate of opinion and to-make_the mobilization of

the necessary resources poisible, time-bound,eampa4gns with

specific targets and intensified action would be an appropriate

strategy in these countries.
,

The theory and the model presebted_here may make a small

contribution to the realization of this hope.
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